THESIS DEFENSE

SPRING 2016  WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27  STARTING AT 11 AM

STUDENTS

SERKAN AYDEMIR @ 11 AM
A Market Survey and Comparative Study of Computer Network Firewalls and Their Implementation Issues

Topic covering different network firewall brands in terms of their implementation and ease of use. Survey conducted includes 65 businesses in different cities throughout the Midwest.

VENKATA KUCHIPUDI @ 1 PM
CA IDM Custom Connector for Apache Directory Studio

Due to a gap between OOB connectors and available target applications, student has developed custom connectors for Apache DS by using JNDI.

HARDIK PATEL @ 3 PM
Early Detection of Suicide Using Big-Data Analytics in Real Time

This thesis proposes an application, wherein predictive analysis is used to churn social media comments and posts for identifying individuals on these sites susceptible to suicidal thoughts and tendencies.

ZAMIRBEK TASHOV @ 12 PM
Comparative Study of Major Cloud Provider’s Services for Small and Medium Businesses (SMBs)

Purpose of research is to serve as a guide to cloud services and SMBs. The aim is to serve as a resource for SMBs in making a decision as to whether to use cloud services and in selecting a provider.

SINDUPRIYA ITHA @ 2 PM
Customer Relationship Management: A Comparative Analysis on Siebel and Salesforce

Topic aims to study the viability of using Application Service Providers (ASP) model for enterprises to implement CRM. This empirical study compares prominent ASP products: Siebel and Salesforce.com